CHAPTER
1 HE GOD said:—The Adhibasana ceremony of [the God
Han consists in the act of approaching that god, and I shall
presently describe the process by which that is to be brought
about. The priest should consider himself as the omniscient,
all pervading being, and the purest of all conscious subjects
(l). He should rouse up within himself, the egoistic conscious
energy of his own self, or in other words, his consciousness
'perse^ (which being possessed of an epithet, or topadhi and
being apparently qualified by his senses, has determined his
individuality in this wor!d)x with his intercorporal wind burst*
ing forth in the sound of an. omkar; and commune the
same with the divine energy dawning upon his innerself (2),
The learned priest should realise in imagination that his
gross, material body, together with the earth his abode,
bad been converted into vapour or air, and that too^in- its
turn he should light up in mind with the resplendent Banhi
Stf. This terrestrial globe mentally converted into an
immense mass of glowing fire, should be visioned in mind
as transformed into an infinite fexp,anse of ethar, the whole
external world, together with all the objects of sense per-
ception, whether earthly or etherial, having been imagined as
bereft of their external existence, and existing in the senses
only as the five proper sensibles (Panchatanmatra) which
should be mentally transformed in their turn, each into its
immediate anticedent (4).
The expanse of ether spoken of above, should he thought
as merged Into -the substance of the mind, the mind in its
turn as converted into the Ego or the conscious personal
individualism, and the personality as transformed into the
evolving intelligent principle or the spirit of the universal
nature (Mahat), aad the nature in her torn should be merged

